
 

 

The Next Dow Forecast will be posted Monday Afternoon May 4th, 2015

Expect a mildly stronger dow jones on monday may 4th, 2014, or for the dow jones to close higher on this date.

On Monday May 4th, 2015, the Dow Jones closed up +46.34 (0.26%)

 

April 30th, 2015 - Improvements are being made to our forecasting to increase accuracy

Added May 2nd, 2015

Seasonal and Yearly Cycles of Collective Intuition 
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The Most Accurate Dow Jones Forecasts at the following solar and lunar conditions

Charts used for making decision based on logic during the Dow Jones Forecasting Project

Dow Forecasting Techniques and Exercises that Help Boost Intuition

Psychic Window Periods

  Seasonal and Yearly Cycles of Collective Intuition 

Please note this is a beta testing website. Refer to the data reports below for more details.

A Simple Procedure to Benefit from knowing the Dow Jones Position ahead of time

As of 2015, three individuals

Dan Zanger - "Dan is the WORLD RECORD HOLDER for the largest percent change for a personal portfolio for a 12 month period of time and an 18
month period of time in the history of the stock market!"

Harry Boxer - "Harry Boxer has more than 40 years of Wall Street investment and technical analysis experience, including eight years on Wall Street
as chief technical analyst"

Jason Bond - Top Stock Picker

These people have subscriptions averaging $120 a month.  If you know the direction the dow is going to be in, you can use that information to day
trade, based on the information.

Added April 29th, 2015
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Let's check our forecasting accuracy against low KP activity as shown in the scientific research papers.

Please note the dow jones intuitive "scans" for the future position of the dow jones are done 24 hours before the posted date. Which is
why there is a 24 hour time difference between the published forecast dates and the dates shown below. 

Links of KP archives:
ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/indices/old_indices/2015Q1_DGD.txt
ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/indices/old_indices/2015Q2_DGD.txt
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So if we analyze forecast we can see that there were approximately 12 successful dow jones forecasts done when KP levels occurred during
"waves" (or when there were 4 or more days of quiet KP activity. There were approximately 9 unsuccessful dow forecasts made during periods of
"waves" of higher KP activity. 

In Summary, the best time to perform dow forecasts is during Peak Low Points of KP with the best results occurring during the last 24 to 48 hours
before an increase in KP, especially if the KP is forecast to be stronger than usual. This confirms that like the constellation Sagittarius which emits
"noise", higher KP periods also emit "noise" making the signal hard to hear. 
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Added April 20th, 2015

For a Complete Review of the Analysis as well as the new methods that will be used to forecast the Dow Jones view our new article at ez3dbiz.com.
 To view a summary report of Solar Activity and gateway windows that affect the dow jones, you may read the report at the link below:
http://www.ez3dbiz.com/dowsolaractivity.pdf 

April 21st, 2015

Welcome Back Viewers!!! The Dow Jones Project is being reinstated due to new information

View Lunar Apogee/Perigee Calendar

A stronger dow jones or for the dow jones to close higher on Wednedsay April 29th, 2015 is forecast. We forecast a close between 40 and 80 points
higher 

On Wednesday April 29th, 2015, the dow closed down - 74.61 (0.41%) 
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A Weaker Dow Jones or for the Dow Jones to close lower on Monday April 27th, 2015 is forecast 

On Monday April 27th, 2015, the Dow Jones closed down - 42.17 (-0.23%)

 

Monday, April 13th, 2015. The Dow is Forecast to show stronger trading activity or close higher at the end of the day. We forecast a close of
between 40 and 80 points higher. This forecast is %100 confirmed.

On Monday April 13th, 2015, the dow jones closed down - 75.17 (0.42%)

 

 

A confirmed forecast is for the Dow Jones to show weaker activity or close lower on Wednesday August 8th, 2015. Our forecast analysis calls for
between 60 and 95 points lower.
 

 

 

On Wednesday April 8th, 2015, the dow closed up +27.09 (+0.15%).  Below is a screenshot of the dow activity for the day.
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We forecast a slightly stronger dow for Monday April 6th, 2015. We forecast a close between 20 and 60 points higher.

On Monday April 6th, 2015, the dow jones closed up 117.61 points. (0.66%)
We had originally posted 160 points higher for this date, but changed it at the last minute, however we were correct in our forecast for a stronger dow
on this date.
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The Dow Jones is forecast to be weaker on Monday March 30th, 2015. We forecast between 40 and 100 points lower.
The dow closed up over 200 points on Monday March 30th, 2015

 

A Lower Dow Jones or for the Dow Jones to Close Lower on Friday March 27th, 2015 is forecasted. We forecast between 90 and 180
points lower. Dow activity was weaker, but closed up + 34.43 on on Friday March 27th, 2015

 
 

A stronger dow jones or for the Dow Jones to Close Higher on Thursday March 26th, 2015 is forecast. We estimate between 30 and 90
points higher. T

On Thursday March 26th, 2015 the dow closed down 40 points.
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We forecast a stronger dow jones or for the dow jones to close higher on Monday, March 23rd, 2015. We forecast between 20 and 70
points higher. 

Result: The Dow Closed down 11.61 on Monday, March 23rd, 2015.  However this drop occured within the final 20 minutes of trading as
shown in the image below.  The dow did stay in the 60 point range throughout the day.   
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A sronger dow forecast for Thursday March 20th, 2015

On Thursday March 20th, 2015, the dow closed down -117.16 (0.65%)
 

 

A lower dow jones or for the dow jones to close lower on Tuesday March 17th, 2015 is forecast. We estimate the dow to close between 80
and 120 points lower. 

On Tuesday March 17th, 2015, the dow jones closed down approximately -128.34 (0.71%).  
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A weaker dow jones or for the dow jones to close lower on Friday March 13th, 2015 is forecast. We forecast between 15% and 25% lower

On Friday March 13th, 2015, the Dow Jones Closed Down Lower Approximately -145.91 (0.82%). 

 

We forecast a weaker dow jones or for the dow to close lower on Wednesday March 11th, 2015.

On Wednesday March 11th, 2015, the dow jones closed down -27.55 (-0.16%).  

We forecast a weaker dow jones or for the dow jones to close lower between 30% and 40% on Friday March 6th, 2015

On Friday march 6th, 2015, the dow jones closed down -291.59 (1.61%). 

We forecast a weaker dow jones or for the dow jones to close lower between 30% and 40% on Thursday March 5th, 2015

The dow jones was weaker on this date, closing up; +39.37 (+0.22%) on  Thursday March 5th, 2015 
 

The forecast is for the Dow Jones to close approximately 60% higher on Monday March 2nd, 2015

On Monday March 2nd, 2015, the Dow Jones Closed Up 155.93 (0.86%).  16% above our forecasted rise as we originally forecasted a
higher dow between 30% and 60% higher.  

The Dow Jones forecast  was forecasted to close lower on Monday February 23rd, 2015.

On Monday February 23rd, 2015, the dow jones closed down -23.60 (-0.13%).  

The forecast is for the Dow Jones to close lower on February 18th, 2015 

On Wednesday February 18th, 2015, the dow closed down 17.73 (0.098%). 
 

A stronger dow or for the dow to close higher (in the 10% range) is forecast for Friday February 13th, 2015

On Friday February 13th, 2015, the dow closed up +46.97 +0.26%.  (close to our original calculation, but off by 10% in the closing higher
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forecast).  

A weaker dow or for the dow to close lower on n Tuesday, February 11th, 2015 was forecast.  On Tuesday February 11th, 2015, the dow
jones closed down 6.62 points.  

On Monday February 9th, 2015, the dow jones closed down over 95 points. Therefore our forecast was correct for this date

We forecasted a stronger dow for February 6th, 2015, however on Feb 6th, 2015, the dow closed down -60 points

Our forecast for this date was for the dow jones to close higher on Jan 4th, 2015  , of which it did.  

The forecast was for the dow jones to be weaker on Friday January 30th, 2015.  On Friday January 30th, 2015, the dow jones closed down
-251.90.

The forecast was for a weaker Dow Jones on January 26th, 2015 

the Dow Jones closed weaker on January 26th, 2015, forecast 100% Correct

 

The dow jones is expected to be weaker on Jan 22nd, 2015.
On Jan 22nd, 2015, the dow closed up over 110 points.

 

 

 

Scientific Verification Regarding the Sun's Solar wind and the Markets

Do Our Sun and Stock Market Share a Rhythm.  Article by NASA

Astrophysicists at the University of Warwick have applied data analysis methods used to model stock market fluctuations, to explore
changes in the solar wind (the sun's expanding atmosphere). They have discovered that the fluctuations in the solar wind follow the same
kinds of patterns seen in the stock markets -- particularly when it comes to the number of extreme events or large fluctuations.
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/news/display.cfm?News_ID=3174

The Solar Winds Effect on the U.S. Stock Market.  Research Article by Time-Price-Research.
http://time-price-research-astrofin.blogspot.com/p/solar-activity-markets.html
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Geomagnetic storms and stock market returns.  Research article by Astro Trading. 
http://www.astro-trading.net/2011/01/geomagnetic-storms-and-stock-market.html

Stock Market Swings Help Researchers Understand Extreme Events In Solar Wind 
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2002/07/020726081058.htm

 

Psychic Window Periods

There exist "psychic" windows where intuition is heightened and is a time to increase your awreness and be open to new experiences. At
the remote viewing institute at Stanford University in California, tests showed that intuition peaked just before the constellation Sagittarius
rose above the horizon.
You can read the scientific paper below:
http://www.jsasoc.com/docs/JSE-LST.pdf

In the image below, you can see a rise in Intuition just before the constellation Saggitarius rises in the east.

I personally have got the best results "viewing" the dow results the previous 6 hours before Sagittarius rises in the east (the last 6 hours
leading up to 13:30 LST time.).  So this 6 hour window is key to working with the equasions.
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It takes approximately 9 hours for the Milky Way to set going from the tip of the Small Sagittarius Cloud to the end of the Large Sagittarius
Cloud. I have had best results during

 

Another method to calcuate the "Intuitive Window"

The constellation that rises just before Sagittarius is the constellation Scorpio.  What is most interesting is people who are born in the
Scorpio constellation are exceptionally intuitive and those who are born into a strong Scorpio sign are often very psychic.

Another good way to calculate the "intuitive window" is the star Antares happens to lie in the Scorpio constellation. Sagittarius famously
points its arrow at the heart of Scorpius, represented by the reddish star Antares, as the two constellations race around the sky.
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As Sagittarius rises, starting with the tip of the Small Sagittarius Cloud , Antares, which is to the right of Sagittarius (as shown in the above
image) rises also roughly rises with the constellation Sagittarius. So all we have to do is calculate the previous 6 hours before Antares
rises above the Eastern Horizon to locate the best "intuitive" window.

As a matter of fact if we look at a chart of where Sagittarius rises/sets and another star rising chart time of Antares rising and setting we
see they both roughly rise together in the east.

 Besides the star Sirius, Antares is one of the brightest stars in our sky. Indian Astrology states that a person born with the sun in Antares
has gifted intuition. These constellations in the sky are ones that deal with physical strength as mentioned throughout Greek history. 
Considering that mental rest renews the body, could taking longevity herbs (or picking them) than practicing Heart Math just before
Sagittarius rises in the east bring considerable healing, renewal and longevity to the body?

If you look at a star chart you will see that the constellations Ophiuchus and Hercules lay directly north of the constellation Scorpio. In
Greek Mythology, Ophiuchus, is recognized as the god of medicine and healing and we all know Hercules is known for strength. Does this
mean that the moon or sun in Scorpio in Sagittarius, taking foods high in protein, just before Sagittarius rises and taking the plant
proteins shown in the condition yellow exercise will help rejuvenate the body and give it strength. This would be especially boosted
during the months of Nov/Dec each year when the sun is in Scorpio, Sagittarius.

Could this be how Mr. Prahlad Jani, who has not ate or drank lots of water has been able to live for 70 years without food, as he taps into
this "quiet" phase and obtains energy or "essence" from it, which nourishes his body?  He even underwent a 15 day observation test by
scientists and at the end of the test was still healthy and strong, but lost some weight, which is not uncommon for some one in a new
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environment, whose metabolism undergoes change. It is a medical fact that someone not drinking for 7 days normally dies.

The next is the proper level of Earth Geomagnetic Energy which is between 5 and 7 and moves up in multiples of double this.  These are
key energy levels that intution is naturally stronger.

Another interesting thing to note is the Galactic Center. Does this mean that it is the Galactic Center that is causing the "noise", and there
is a rift of "quiet" just before the midpoint of this Galactic center rises in the east?

What is the Galactic Center?

It is the center of our milky way.  It is a location from which energy streams in the form of information.  It is up to us to learn how to
decipher the information that is being transmitted.

Much of the energy emitted from this part of our universe relates to intuition. It acts like a cosmic vacuum cleaners and is capable of
sucking in all the outdated, stubborn, and hopelessly blocked patterns so that new thought-forms, ideas, attitudes, and behavioral
patterns may burst to the surface. It can also function as a cosmic sources of knowledge, emanating messages which need to be
deciphered. When we can decipher this energy we have the messages of the future. The Galactic Center is positioned at Sagittarius 27°01.
 

Signals of Intuition include "chills" or "quivers" down the spine.

New work reveals how differences in our choices to share resources are reflected at the neural level – representing intuitive, gut-level,
processes, that vary from person to person. Scientists at UNC Greensboro found that people who are more open to new experiences are
more likely to feel a quiver down their spine, and being more open leads to enhanced intuition. 

 

Do the Building Blocks of Our Observable Universe Come from Galactic Centers Spread Throughout the Universe?

Recent studies have shown that there are gamma ray emissions that stretch far above and below the plane of the milky way galactic
center forming 2 large bubbles.  It is the energy emitted from these bubbles that we interpret to make our dow forecasts. 

Below is a quote from DailyGalaxy.com

"In 2013, astrophysicists Dan Hooper of Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and Tracy Slatyer at Princeton University, published a
study suggesting that a massive outflow of charged particles from Fermi bubbles, as they are known, outflows of charged particles
(gamma rays) traveling at nearly a third the speed of light from the center of the Milky Way galaxy, may be partly due to collisions between
dark matter particles that result in their annihilation, and the subsequent creation of the building blocks of visible matter—charged
particles that appear as two lobes or "bubbles," above and below the center of the Milky Way Galaxy."
Further Recommended Reading:

Intuition: Local Sidereal Time, Intuition and Sagittarius A
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http://www.p-i-a.com/Magazine/Issue16/Intuition_16.htm

THE GALACTIC CENTER’S INFLUENCE ON PSI AND ESP
http://occultview.com/2011/01/09/the-galactic-center%E2%80%99s-influence-on-psi-and-esp/

Book: Enlightenment East and West

Is our Milky Way a WormHole?

 

 

On Monday April 27th, 2015, the dow jones closed down - 42.17 (-0.23%)

 

Dow Forecasting Techniques and Exercises that Help Boost Intuition

When intuitively seeking the position of the dow, besides the proper celestial positions, I have had remarkable success supplementing the sessions
using Essential Oils. Not just any type of essential oil, but the essential oil that corresponds to the moon phase. This is covered more in-depth on the
ez3dbiz.com article Essential Oils and Intuition.

I have noticed that after receiving the correct answer about the position of the dow jones that it is often followed by a period of tension.  It is this
tension that allows the answer to become crystal clear. You must get used to dealing with this tension if you want to intuitively know the future
position of the dow jones. Tension is the physical and emotional experience of expanding creative energy. Nothing is born without creative tension.
You will never be comfortable with the tension until you learn how to stay with it and allow the tension to resolve itself. This is because tension
shows itself at the outward appearance of a release of energy.  The period just before a person breathes out a breath of air there is a period of
tension.  If you watch a large river, you will notice the current gets very strong just before the water turns into deeper, calmer water. A simple exercise
to release tension is to breath deeply and as you breathe in, repeat the word "be" and as you exhale repeat the word "present".

Picking Winning Stocks Using Cards

During periods of intuitive peaks, you can use this simple technique to pick winning stocks.

1: First write the name of your stocks on a stack of cards. Be sure the reverse of the cards is blank

2: Turn the cards over so the other side of the card is blank
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3: Before you go any further, imagine yourself clearly connecting with a universal source of information. Create a clear image of this universal flow of
information and get a feeling for this flow. See it flowing from the universal source to you

4: Next pick up one of the overturned cards, but don't turn it face up to reveal the stock yet

5: Instead close your eyes, imagining the movement of this stock as it moves over a period of the upcoming 4 to 12 weeks.  To help you picture the
stocks movement clearly, you can imagine this activity as a graph displayed on a screen or similar viewing device.

6: Next write your "viewing" results on the blank side of the card, while keeping the card face down (don't look at the name of the stock just yet)

7: Now perform the same method with the remaining cards

8: Now once you have labeled all the cards with your intuitive impressions, look at the results, and pick out the stocks that show the strongest
activity.

9: Next track the chosen stocks in the weeks ahead

Intuitive Exercise Notes

Notice the feelings you feel when you see the stocks name and compare it to what you visualized.
The goal of this exercise is to obtain non biased information without analytics. Emotion is key here. The right Dow answer in a scan will feel neutral,
clean, smooth - in the flow. The wrong Dow answer will leave you with a sinking, empty feeling. If the emotions you receive contain excessive
excitement, and excess hype, than instead base your decision on logic, as emotions decisions made out of excessive excitement and hype are
usually incorrect answers.

If you get a strong psychic impulse or urge to buy a stock, it is overly obvious it is a gift from the universal supply of abundance so act on it before the
opportunity is lost.

At times before you do a intuitive "stock scan" there may be a feeling of "drudge". This is caused by an event that will affect your emotions in the
near future such as a flat tire, an emotional event or a unexpected bad weather or similar.  In cases your intuition tells you that it is a bad decision,
resist the urge for the ego to take over and instead let go temporarily without giving up.

Additional Notes on Intuitive Scanning for Stocks

Some of you may experience De Ja Vu, when first learning to access your intuition. What is De Ja Vu? De Ja Vu is an opportunity for additional
knowledge about ourselves and others. It is a signal to pay special attention to receive a specific lesson in a certain area or complete what is not yet
finished.

Following intuition does not always feel good. At times it may seem difficult and entail arduous work. At other times it may be effortless. Enjoying the
creative resources of intuition is based on the intrinsic satisfaction of expanding consciousness, taking responsibility for your life, and surrendering
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to your own true nature.

Taking a tincture or tea of Rhodia Rosea at 3 p.m. the day of exercise and Passion Flower tea the night before works well.

__________________________________

Tips to Enhance Intuition

Worldwide psychic research data from more than 50 years show conclusively that our awareness is able to transcend distance and time, and come
back with useful information. This occurs best when the right conditions are present.  Scientific studies conducted at leading universities find that
people give more accurate psychic readings in distraction-free rooms that are dimly lit and have soft background music. Learning to quiet the mind is
therefore part of the training for awakening intuition. Create an atmosphere that amplifies your psychic abilities. Intuition flourishes in silence. Your
room environment can contribute or detract from your psychic abilities. Create a quiet environment. Learning to be quiet and receptive allows
intuition to unfold. Too much activity or conscious programming gets in the way of intuitive awareness that emerges when a receptive attitude is
cultivated. Once you set the intention to tune into and notice your intuition. your intention must mesh with what you are focusing on.

Tapping into intuition goes hand in hand with increasing your awareness. Time in nature is another great way to increase your awareness.

Seasons and Intuition

Because the peak periods and the 1 to 5 days after a peak in geomagnetic activity are the peak intuitive periods, we can calculate the seasonal
periods. Geomagnetic storms peak twice per year. During Spring and again six months later during fall. So during geomagnetic storms in spring and
fall and the following 4 weeks thereafter are seasonal intuitive peak periods.

Additional Intuitive Boosters

Taking Ormus with Rhodia Rosea
Adding 4 drops of Ginseng Tincture to PassionFlower Tea
When your intuitive biorhythm is at its peak. Although I have still received good intuitive results with a low intuitive biorhythm, it does provide a slight
boost.

The last 3 days before and after the full moon.  From my personal experience, the period around a full moon provides a medium boost in intuitive
abilities.  There are also scientific research articles showing that around the full moon there is a slight increase in geomagnetic activity. Below is a
scientific study showing that geomagnetic activity increases after a full moon.

"The geomagnetic field is typically about 50 μT (range 20–90 μT). Geomagnetic activity generally decreases by about 4% for the seven days
leading up to a full moon, and increases by about 4% after the full moon, lasting for seven days. "

Scientific Paper available at:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1756239209001190
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Using a Crystal to Enhance Intuition

Holding or wearing a quartz or citrine crystal look or imagine the pointy tip of the crystal. Next just outside of this tip, imagine your goal, such as a
successful intuitive reading, next see this goal passing through the very tip of the crystal, passing out to the other side of the tip of the crystal and
than hold the image as long as you feel comfortable, than release and let go.

The wrong Dow answer in a scan or lower Dow will leave you with a sinking, empty feeling.
The right Dow answer in a scan will feel neutral, clean, smooth - in the flow.

As you collect your data, your scan will give you the intuitive answer. This is your intuition signaling you. If the information passes you 3 times in a
short period of time and grabs your attention 3 times, pay extra attention to it. When the desired goal and researched information come together an in
we feeling of rightness will appear.

After you have developed your sense of Intuition

Once you are able to access your intuition on demand, or during times when it is naturally enhanced, you will start to act as a fighter who feels a
sense of flow, emotionally feels attuned to the situation, and is responding to information in an organic and harmonious way. You will begin to
understand that it is not the slower, clumsy, cumbersome analytical processes of the cognitive mind that slows down action, but internal emotion that
gets results. After you have mastered your intuition, any charts, graphs and equations become irrelevant. Only emotional feeling is necessary to
obtain the answer(s).

Dealing with the Ego

Once we have gained consistent results from using our intuition, the ego may try to get in the way. As your intuition begins to improve, be sure to
guard your thoughts so that you don't fall into the trap of believing you have special powers. This sort of belief will trigger your ego-self to take over,
and your psychic abilities will automatically reduce as a result.Any time we declare the ego as a real state of being, we give power and life to the
illusion. Watch out for the "special power" ego trap. Avoid identifying with others' egos. You can use this exercise to help calm down the ego:
Simply focus on unconditional love using heart math. As your heart opens, so does your intuition. As you release blockages, density, limiting beliefs,
doubts and fears, your vibration naturally increases and your intuition naturally opens.

Save this website in PDF or print at:
http://pdfmyurl.com/

Below are a list of the charts that were made during the Dow Jones Forecasting Project
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Below are the solar data links used:

 

Our Sun's Solar Wind

http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/solarwind.html

http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/solarwind2.html

http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/solarwind3.html

http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/solarwind4.html

 

Our Sun's Solar Flux Activity
http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/flux.html

 

Our Earth's KP Activity

http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/kp.html

http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/kp2.html

http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/kp3.html

 
 
Metrological and Similar Data
http://www.paradiseexcursion.com/metro.html
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The Dow Jones project is being re-instated based on the following information.

First: 

After careful analysis of the data, the following was discovered.

The Most Accurate Dow Jones Forecasts at the following solar and lunar conditions: 

Between 3 and 4 days after a Peak in Earth's Geomagnetic Activity.
The first 24 hours before and after a peak in Earth's Geomagnetic Activity
When the Moon is in Apogee

The Most inaccurate Dow Jones Forecasts occurred at the following solar and lunar conditions:

The last 14 days after the peak of a perigee moon.

The last 2 days leading up to a perigee moon.

Some dow jones forecasts were inaccurate when Earth's Geomagnetic Activity was peaking.

All the data for the dow jones scan forecasts can be found midway through this webpage

Scientific Evidence Showing Geomagnetic Activity Influences Pre-Cognition

Higher Geomagnetic Activity, as well as the moon being closer to the earth (perigee) contributes to "noise" and background static making it hard to
define the upcoming forecast.  An apogee moon helps to reduce this noise signal, which is why some forecasts were more accurate at stronger KP
activity when the moon was in Apogee. 

Therefore the most accurate times to do a dow jones forecast is when the moon is in Apogee and earth's geomagnetic levels are very quiet. Higher
geomagnetic activity contains a lot of extra information that appears meaningless when doing the forecast.  This I believe is because the higher
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geomagnetic activity has another purpose and that purpose is not conductive to intuitive dow jones forecasting.  

Because the most accurate dow jones forecasts occurred between 3 and 5 days after the peak of KP values, the brain's intuitive mechanisms
become adapted and used to the new "climate", allowing  a form of "inner quiet" being in the "zone" period to become established.  

KP Index Values

When the KP index is at number 4, this is a good time for psychic training and related exercises that involve intention and similar works.  The peak
time for intuitive work, such as forecasting the dow jones, ESP and precognition exercises will occur between 3 and 5 days after the KP index is at
4, which is when the initial effects of the geomagnetic storm wear off.  The blue circle in the image below shows the KP index value at 4.

You can view current geomagnetic activity at the address below:
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/planetary-k-index

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now if we want to look at the exact numerical numbers of KP, we can look at the print out
below provided by NOAA and see that values above 20 always create a red vertical bar

with KP levels above 4. The blue rectangle shown in the image below shows the numerical values according to the red vertical bar in the above
photograph.
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You can access NOAA's KP numerical values at the address below:
ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/indices/old_indices/2015Q2_DGD.txt

After 30 days the numerical data becomes archived, which you can than access below:
ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/indices/old_indices/

When the KP index is between 3.5 and 4, I have discovered that taking strong rejuvenative anti-aging herbs and formulas has a much stronger
rejuvenative effect than if taken at other times. This is especially so for the carnosine rejuvenation mix.  It could be the right levels of "geomagnetic
noise" actually help heal and restore the body, whereas extremly high levels of Geomagnetic Activity acclerate the aging process in the body. 

The psychic centres in our brain are primarily in the right hemisphere, which is the part of our brain that controls music, intuition and non-verbal
communication.

The key to true precognition involves emotional involvement, which is why when doing an intuitive scan for the dow jones, the correct answer
always involves the answer that is smooth, neutral and has a clean flow to it, whereas incorrect answers are always contain the emotions of sinking
and emptiness. This means being receptive to emotion and not concentration or will power gets the best results and is the primary mechanism for
enhanced psychic functioning. Does this also mean that emotions are less "distorted" during an Apogee moon?

Studies conducted by Dr. Michael Persinger showed that a temporary increase in psychic awareness occurred when the right strength magnetic
fields were applied to a person's brain.  

What is also most interesting is the brain produces a substance that enhances ESP.  This substance is known as Beta Carbolines (also known as
norharmane), which is secreted from the pineal gland. The pineal gland in our brains contains the magnetic ore Magnetite (ferrous oxide), which
may be acting as an antenna for our psychic skills. The special vine that enhances ESP is called Ayahuasca (also called Vision Vine) and is
available on Amazon.com.  Making a tincture out of Ayahuasca would be the best way to use it and to take it before doing Intuitive exercises.

Ayahuasca happens to be high in Beta Carbolines, and south american shamans make a drink out of this to go on 'vision quests'. Beta Carbolines
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are similar to the substance produced in our brains as we sleep at night.  This substance is known as telepathine and is related chemically to
Dimethyl Triptamine, also known as DMT.  The part of our brain most responsible for our psychic skills is contained in our right temporal lobs, also
known as the limbic system. 

It is also interesting to note that the seeds known as Syrian Rue, which are high in Beta Carbolines, are used to enhance mental clarity and have
other reported healing benefits. 

Summary Conclusion

Like our human spirit, which wants to express itself through us to create, our unconscious mind, being always thinking and aware and having self
reflective properties, also wants to express itself from time to time.  

Sources from which the information in this artice is based on:

GEOPHYSICAL VARIABLES AND BEHAVIOR: XLIV. DAYS OF SUBJECTIVE PRECOGNITIVE EXPERIENCESAND THE DAYS BEFORE THE
ACTUAL EVENTS DISPLAY CORRELATED GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY - DOUGLAS R. LEWICKI, GEORGE H. SCHAUT, AND MICHAEL A.
PERSINGER
Published by American Science

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY, MEDITATION AND PSI. PART I: LITERATURE REVIEW AND
THEORETICAL MODEL1
By SERENA M. RONEY-DOUGAL,ADRIAN RYAN AND DAVID LUKE
Published by PSI Reserach Center

Negative correlations between accuracy of card-guessing and geomagnetic activity: A case study.
Published by PSI Research Center

GEOPHYSICAL VARIABLES AND BEHAVIOR: XXXI. GLOBAL GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY DURING SPONTANEOUS PARANORMAL
EXPERIENCES: A REPLICATION - G. B. SCHAUT, AND M. A. PERSINGER
Published by American Science

It is relevant, if not essential, that electroencephalographic activity of the right hemisphere, especially the right frontal region, is particularly sensitive
to geomagnetic activity. During periods of low intensity (<20 nT) global geomagnetic activity spontaneous reports of telepathic experiences are more
frequent.[22,23] 
Pubilshed by NCBI
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LSD & ESP: Scientists Study Psychic Phenomena and Psychedelic Drugs
 

The ESP Enigma: The Scientific Case for Psychic Phenomena
 By Diane Hennacy Powell, M.D
 

LSD & ESP: Scientists Study Psychic Phenomena and Psychedelic Drugs
 

 

 

 

Seasonal and Yearly Cycles of Collective Intuition 

Related Article: 
The Types of Energies Coming From the Sun and How To Interpret Them 

Why does the stock market suddenly "dive" unexpectedly and there is sudden public outrage, and investigation at certain times and not at other
times?  This is due to the rhythm of cycles.  

If we examine our research into Dow Jones forecasting, we see that the best results occurred during the month of February. The reason we had
such good results during February was because earths geomagnetic energy has two periods per year that it exhibits peak activity. These periods
are are April and September. As our research has conformed our intuitive dow jones scan results are most accurate 24 hours before the start of a
mini cycle of increased KP activity.  This matches the accuracy obtained a few weeks before the yearly seasonal increase of geomagnetic activity,
which occurred in April. This means we should encounter another period of intuitive Dow scanning accuracy between June and August, and the last
seasonal accuracy period between December and January, periods of the year of the lowest or quietest geomagnetic activity.

As far as yearly cycles are concerned, the years 2016 to 2018 are the next cyclidic years of quiet years of solar activity, as shown in the image
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below 

Lower periods of sunspot activity also reflect low or quiet periods of
geomagnetic activity.  Interestingly enough these are periods the stock
markets always seem to crash,as we cover in our aritle titled: Sunspots and
the Great Depression

Could this mean that at certain cycle points, intuition reaches a "collective
mass", with people intuitively becoming aware of the corruption in banking
and finance and exposing the wrongdoings and misdeeds? Does this mean
intuition causes us to act?

The next yearly cycle that begins after a low period, which is another period
of increased intuition accuracy is during the years 2023 to 2024.

 Interestingly these are periods where technology seems to advance mote rapidly than at other cycles. With the last ones being in 2009 and 2010
(social networking arrives on the scene) and 1998 and 1999 (Technology platforms to mature the Internet came on the scene). Could there be a
collective intuitive scientific cycle driving innovation and technology during these cycles.?  Further Research is necessary. 
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